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About
Cole Bennett began his journey in Chicago 2013, in
which he started his brand known as Lyrical Lemonade.
Cole was in High School during the time, and then
attended DePaul University where he studied Digital
Media before dropping out. Bennett made his website
known as “Lyrical Lemonade”during his senior year. He
would write 5-10 articles a day on local hip-hop artists
while also posting music videos on it. He eventually
expanded Lyrical Lemonade into a music promotion and
event coordination company, along with continuing the
blogs. Bennett’s journey didn’t stop there as it kept
improving and he began to meet and work with artists
such as Juice WRLD, Eminem, lil Tecca, Gunna, lil uzi
and many more. Cole also started his own clothing
company known as “Lemonade”.

My theory
Cole Bennett’s development with today’s culture and
continuously improving with the technology assists him in
staying known as one of the best videographers in pop
culture today.

Steven Heller
Mainstream vs.
underground

Underground is not noticed or seen while
mainstream is the opposite. Most great artist
start out underground til they gain the
recognition they deserve for their work. Heller
says “Outsiders may choose to join the
mainstream on their own terms, but join they
must to be able to make an impact larger than
their circumscribed circles.” Which expresses
how one's ideas have to stand out from the rest
and things will get their views and go viral.

Lucid dreams-Juice
WRLD (2018)
This song and video ended up
exceeding expectations as it
gained over 698 million
views which is a rare site
to see. And this was only
the kick start to obtaining
more connections with other
artists and more people
wanting Bennett to direct
their videos.

Lil Tecca - Ransom
(2019)
Cole Bennett has always been
known during his upbringing
to work with SoundCloud
rappers and doing so not
only made Bennett’s company
more famous but it also
helped the rapper get more
recognition and fame. Lil
Tecca is an example of a
SoundCloud rapper that with
the music video, they became
more well known throughout
the community.

Eminem-Godzilla
(2020)
Having obtained connections with artists like
juice Wrld, Bennett was able to work with one
of the most famous rappers to ever do it,
Eminem. Before Bennett’s life even reached
this point, he was inspired to do more with rap
after hearing a Chicago native like him known
as Chance the Rapper. Going to concerts and
enjoying the craft, Bennett also met wiz khalifa
and Quavo. Coles music videos are the most
diverse of all art forms because they are a
win-win for the musical artist and
videographer. Bennett’s career to date has
been a continuous series of success

Idea of Bruno
Minari

Munari states how work that’s created with a
purpose is an essential thing for great design.
Music videos are designs in which drive a purpose
to attract the audience to hear the song while
also giving them a visual on how the artist and
video director see the song and it’s lyrics.
“the designer is therefore the artist of today, not
because he is a genius but because he works in
such a way as to reestablish contact between art
and the public...” Cole Bennett’s work is intended
for the public and has changed how we view
music videos as a society today.

Lev Manovich
Concept of new
Media

Manovich believed that the use of software and its
abilities help improve design. He states “
compatibility between graphic design, illustration,
animation, and visual effects software in shaping
visual forms“ which can only be seen as facts with
the way society shapes itself. These elements of
design give us visuals someone might see in their
dreams become a reality. Cole Bennett uses all of
these elements when directing a video in order to
bring the best out of the imagery that they be
thinking about. The advancements in technology has
allowed artists such as Bennett develop things that
have yet to be seen before.
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